
 
BASIC COST CONCEPTS 

 
 
Q.NO.1:- Define cost, costing , cost accounting and cost accountancy. 
Ans:-  
Cost:- It is defined as “ the amount of expenditure incurred on ,or attributable to a given thing. 
Costing:- It is the technique and processes of ascertaining costs. These techniques consist of principles and 
rules which govern the procedure of ascertaining cost of products or services.  
Cost Accounting:- It may be regarded as a specilised branch of accounting which involves classification , 
acculation, assignment and control of costs. The costing terminology of CIMA  London defines cost accounting 
as “ the establishment of budgets, standard costs and actual costs of operations, processes , activities or 
products and the analysis of variances, profitability or the social use of funds.”  
Cost Accountancy:- The application of costing and cost accounting principles, methods and techniques to the 
practice of cost accounting is cost accountancy. 
 
Q.NO.2:- What are the Objects of Cost Accounting? 
Ans:- 

I. To arrive at the cost of production of every unit, job, operations, process, department or service and 
to develop cost standard. 

II. Cost accounting has vital importance in determining selling price of products as selling price is 
influenced by cost. 

III. To indicate management any inefficiencies and the extent of various forms of waste, whether of 
materials, time, expenses , or in the use of machinery or equipment. 

IV. To provide actul figures of cost for comparison with estimates and to serve as a guide for future 
estimates or quotations and to assist the management in their price – fixing policy. 

V. To present comparative cost data for different periods and various volumes of output and to 
provide guidance in the development of business. 

VI. To ascertain profitability of each of the products and advise management as to how these profits 
can be maximized. 

VII. To guide management in the formulation and implementation of incentive bonus plans based on 
productivity and cost savings. 

VIII. To help in the preparation of budgets and implementation of budgetary control. 
IX. To organize Cost reduction programme. 

 
Q.NO.3:- State the advantages /Importance/Significance of Cost Accounting. 
Ans:- 

I. Disclosses Profitable and unprofitable activities:- Cost accounting discloses the profitable and 
unprofitable activities and on this basis steps can be taken to eliminate or reduce those activities from 
which little or no benefit is obtained. 

II. Measuring efficiency It enables a concern to measure the efficiency and then to maintain and 
improve it. This is done with the help of valuable data made available for the purpose of comparision. 

III. Making estimates:- Cost Accounting provides information upon which estimates and ternders are 
based. In case of big contacts or jobs, quotations cannot be given unless the cost of completing the 
contracts can be found out. 

IV. Guides in future production Policy:-It explains the cost incurred and profit made in various lines of 
business and processes and thereby provides data on the basis of which production can be 
appropriately planned. 

V. Helps in increasing profit:- It helps in increasing profits by disclosing the sources of loss or waste 
and by suggesting such controls so that wastages, leakages and inefficiencies of all departments may 
be detected and prevented. 

VI. Helps in Cost comparison:- Cost accounting furnishes reliable data for comparing costs in different 
periods , for different volumes of output, in different departments and processes and in different 
establishments. This helps in maintaining costs at the lowest point consistent with the most efficient 



 
operating conditions. 

 
Q.NO.4:- Explain  various  methods  of  Costing . 
Ans:-  

I. Job Costing :- This costing method is used in firms which work on the basis of job work. There are 
some manufacturing units which undertake job work and are called as job order units. The main 
feature of these organizations is that they produce according to the requirements and 
specifications of the consumers. Each job may be different from the other one. Production is only 
on specific order and there is no pre demand production. Because of this situation, it is necessary to 
compute the cost of each job and hence job costing system is used. In this system, each job is treated 
separately and a job cost sheet is prepared to find out the cost of the job. The job cost sheet helps 
to compute the cost of the job in a phased manner and finally arrives the total cost of production. 

II. Batch Costing :-This method of costing is used in those firms where production is made on 
continuous basis. Each unit coming out is uniform in all respects and production is made prior to the 
demand, i.e. in anticipation of demand. One batch of production consists of the units produced 
from the time machinery is set to the time when it will be shut down for maintenance. For 
example, if production commences on 1st January 2007 and the machine is shut down for 
maintenance on 1st April 2007, the number of units produced in this period will be the size of one 
batch. The total cost incurred during this period will be divided by the number of units produced and 
unit cost will be worked out. Firms producing consumer goods like television, air-conditioners, 
washing machines etc use batch costing. 

III. Process Costing:- Some of the products like sugar, chemicals etc involve continuous production 
process and hence process costing method is used to work out the cost of production. The meaning of 
continuous process is that the input introduced in the process I travels through continuous process 
before fi nished product is produced. The output of process I becomes input of process II and the 
output of process II becomes input of the process III. If there is no additional process, the output of 
process III will be the finished product. In process costing, cost per process is worked out and per unit 
cost is worked out by dividing the total cost by the number of units.  

IV. Operating Costing:- This type of costing method is used in service sector to work out the cost of 
services offered to the consumers. For example, operating costing method is used in hospitals, power 
generating units, transportation sector etc. A cost sheet is prepared to compute the total cost and it is 
divided by cost units for working out the per unit cost. 

V. Contract Costing :-This method of costing is used in construction industry to work out the cost of 
contract undertaken. For example, cost of constructing a bridge, commercial complex, residential 
complex, highways etc is worked out by use of this method of costing. Contract costing is actually 
similar to job costing, the only difference being that in contract costing, one construction job may take 
several months or even years before they are complete while in job costing, each job may be of a short 
duration. In contract costing, as each contract may take a long period for completion, the question of 
computing of profitis to be solved with the help of a well defined and accepted method. 

VI. Operation costing(Output costing):- This method is adopted when it is desired to ascertain the cost 
of carrying out an operation in department, for example, welding. For large undertakings, it is 
frequently necessary to ascertain the cost of various operations. 

VII. Multiple Costing:- It represents the application of more than one method of costing in respect of the 
same product. This is suitable for industries where a number of component parts are separately 
produced and subsequently assembled into a final product. In such industries each componenent 
differs from the others as to price, material used and process of manufacture undergone. So it will ne 
necessary to ascertain the cost each component. For this purpose, process costing may be applied. To 
ascertain the cost of the final product bach costing may be applied. This method is used in factories 
manufacturing cycles, automobiles, engines, radios, typewriters etc. 

 
Q.NO.5:- Explain different Costing Systems/Techniques. 
Ans:- 

I. Historical Costing:-In this system, costs are ascertained only after they are incurred and that is 



 
why it is called as historical costing system.. Such type of costing system is extremely useful for 
conducting post-mortem examination of costs, i.e. analysis of the costs incurred in the past. 
Historical costing system may not be useful from cost control point of view but it certainly indicates 
a trend in the behavior of costs and is useful for estimation of costs in future. 

II. Absorption Costing :- In this type of costing system, costs are absorbed in the product units 
irrespective of their nature. In other words, all fixed and variable costs are absorbed in the 
products. It is based on the principle that costs should be charged or absorbed to whatever is being 
costed. 

III. Marginal Costing:- In Marginal Costing, only variable costs are charged to the products and 
profit costs are written off to the Costing Profit and Loss A/c. The principle followed in this case is 
that since Fixed costs are largely period costs, they should not enter into the production units. 
Naturally, the fixed costs will not enter into the inventories and they will be valued at marginal costs 
only. 

IV. Uniform Costing :-This is not a distinct method of costing but is the adoption of identical costing 
principles and procedures by several units of the same industry or by several undertakings by mutual 
agreement. Uniform costing facilitates valid comparisons between organizations and helps in 
eliminating inefficiencies.  

V. Standard Costing:-It is a technique whereby actual costs are compared with already set standards. It 
is thus method of both cost ascertainment and control.This technique may be used alongwith any 
technique. 

 
Q.NO.6:- Explain Direct cost and Indirect cost. 
Ans:- 

I. Direct Cost 
 Those costs which are directly identifiable and has direct relation with the finished 

product are called direct cost.  
 Change of output has direct impact on these costs and are varied according to variation in 

the number of units of finished product produced. 
 These costs forms part of the prime cost of the product. 
 E.g. Direct material cost, direct labour cost, direct expenses(Royalty on production) etc. 

II. Indirect Cost 
 Those costs which cannot be directly identifiable and allocable in relation to a particular 

product are called indirect costs or in other words these are called Overhead. 
 Overheads may be in factory, administration, selling department or Distribution 

department. 
 E.g. Electricity of office , Telephone bill,  Salary of office staff. 

 
Q.NO.7:-Explain Responsibility Centre, cost centre, investment centre and profit centre . 
Ans:-  
Responsibility centre:-  
It is an activity centre of a business organization entrusted with a special task. It is a unit of function of a 
business organization headed by an executive responsible for its performance.Responsibilities centre are of 
three types. 
(i) Cost Centre /Cost Object 

 It  can be defined as, ‘a production or service, function, activity or item of equipment whose costs may 
be attributed to cost units. In simple words, a cost center is nothing but a location, person or item of 
equipment for which cost may be ascertained and used for the purpose of cost control.  

 A cost center is the smallest organizational sub unit for which separate cost allocation is 
attempted’.  

 Personal Cost Centre A personal cost centre consists of a person or a group of persons.  
 An impersonal cost centre is one which consists of a department, plant, or item of equipment. 

(ii) Profit Centre :-  
 Profit Center is defined as, ‘a segment of the business entity by which both revenues are received 



 
and expenses are incurred or controlled’.  

 Such revenues and expenditure are being used to evaluate segmental performance as well as 
managerial performance.  

(iii)Investment  Centre 
 Those centre which  are responsible for earning adequate return on investment. 

 
Q.NO.8:- Explain Cost object and Cost Unit. 
Ans:-  
Cost Unit:-  

 Cost unit is a unit of production , service or time or combination of these, in relation to which costs 
may be ascertained or expressed. It should be one with which expenditure can be most readily 
associated. 

 Cost unit is a form of measurement of volume of production or service.  
 Cost unit differe from business to business. They are usually units of physical measurement e.g. 

number, weight, area, volume, time . 
Cost Object:- 

 Cost object is anything for which a separate measurement of cost is desired. 
 Cost object is defined as any unit of cost accounting selected with view to accumulating all cost under 

that unit. 
 Cost object may be a product , a service, a project , a customer, a brand , an activity or a programme. 

 
Q.NO.9. List the method of costing and cost units applicable for the following industries. 
Ans:- 
 

Industry Method of costing Cost unit 
Interior decoration Job Per job 
Advertising Job Per job 
Toy making Batch/unit Per batch 
Pharmaceuticals Batch/unit Per unit/box 
Ship Building contract Per ship 
Bridge construction Contract Per contract 
Cement Unit Per tonne/per bag 
Coal Single/unit Per tone 
Brick works Single/unit Per 1000 bricks 
Steel process Per tonne 
Oil Refining Process Per tonne 
Soap  Process Per unit 
Sugar companyhaving own sugarcane field Process Per quintal/per tone 
Hospital/Nursing home Operating Per patient day or room day 
Road Transport Operating Per tone-km /passenger km 
Radio Multiple Per unit/per batch 
Bicycles Multiple Per unit/per batch 
Furniture Multiple Per unit 

 

 
Q.NO.10:-  What is Cost sheet ? What are its uses? What is the proforma of a cost sheet. 
Ans:- 
Meaning 
A Cost sheet is a statement which shows the break up and build up of costs. It is a document which provides 
the consolidation of the detailed cost of a cost centre or a cost unit. 
 
Uses 

I. Presentation of cost information. 



 
II. Determination of selling price. 

III. Preparation of budgets. 
IV. Inter-firm and intra –firm comparison. 
V. Cost estimates for quotation. 

VI. Productwise and locationwise cost analysis. 
 
Proforma 
 
Cost Sheet for the period......................................... 
Production ............................... units 
Particulars       Amount (Rs.)   Amount (Rs.) 
A. Direct Materials Consumed 
Opening Stock 

 + Purchases 
 + Carriage inwards 
 - Closing Stock 

B. Direct Wages 
C.Direct Expenses 

Prime Cost ( A + B + C ) 
 
D. Factory Overheads-( Indirect materials+Indirect labour+Indirect expenses) 

 Loose Tools 
 Indirect wages 
 Rent and Rates ( Factory) 
 Lighting and heating ( F ) 
 Power and fuel 
 Repairs and Maintenance 
 Drawing Office expenses 
 Research and experiment 
 Depreciation – Plant ( F ) 
 Insurance – ( F ) 
 Work Manager’s salary 

 
Add: Opening stock of work in progress 
Less: Closing stock of work in progress 

Factory Cost/Works Cost ( I + D ) 
 
E. Officeand Administrative Overheads 

 Rent and Rates – Office 
 Salaries – Office 
 Insurance of Officebuilding and equipments 
 Telephone and postage 
 Printing and Stationery 
 Depreciation of furniture and Officeequipments 
 Legal expenses 
 Audit fees 
 Bank Charges 

Cost of Production ( II + E ) 
 
      Add:- Opening stock of finished goods 
      Less:- Closing stock of finished goods 
 



 
F. Selling and Distribution Overheads 

 Showroom rent and rates 
 Salesmen’s salaries and commission 
 Traveling expenses 
 Printing and Stationery – Sales Department 
 Advertising 
 Bad debts 
 Postage 
 Debt collection expenses 
 Carriage outwards 
 Particulars Amount (Rs.) Amount (Rs.) 
 Depreciation of delivery van 
 Debt collection expenses 
 Samples and free gifts 

Cost of Sales ( III + F ) 
Profit/Loss 
Sales ( IV + V)  

 
Q.NO.11:- Distiguish between production account and Cost sheet 
Ans:- 

Particulars Production cost Cost sheet 
Basis It is prepared on the basis of double 

entry system of book keeping 
It is only a statement  

Purpose The primary objective os preparation of 
reporting 

Decision making 

Parts It has tow parts- one whowing the cost 
of manufacture and the other part 
showing sales and gross profit 

It is a step y step presentation of total cost and 
shows prime cost , works cost , cost of production 
, cost of goods sold, cost of sales and profit 

Quotations This is not useful for preparing tenders 
or quotations 

Estimated cost sheets can be prepared based on 
past experience and useful for submitting 
quotations. 

 

 
Q.NO.12:- Explain different types of costs  
Ans:- 

(1) Classification according to elements:- 
a) Material Cost:-  

 It is the cost of material of any nature used for the purpose of production of a product of a service.  
 It includes cost of procurement , freight inwards, taxes and duties, insurance, etc, directly attributable 

to the acquisition. 
 Trade discounts rebates , duty drawbacks, refunds on account of CENVAT , sales tax are deducted . 

b) Labour Cost:- 
 Means the payment made to the employees, permanent or temporary for their services. 
 Includes salaries and wages paid to employees. 
 Salaries and wages include all fringe benefits like PF contribution, Gratuity, ESI, Overtime, Incentive, 

Bonus, Ex-Gratia, leave encashment , wages for holidays and idle time. Etc. 
c) Expenses:- 

 Expenses are other than material cost and labour cost, which are involved in an activity. 
 Expenditure on account of utilities, payment for bought out services, job processing charges etc. can 

be termed as expenses. 
 

(2) Classification according to nature :-  
a) Direct costs are the costs which are identifiable with the product unit or cost center. 



 
b) Indirect costs are not identifiable with the product unit or cost center and hence they are to be 

allocated, apportioned and then absorb in the production units.  
 

(3)  Classification according to behaviour  
a) Fixed Costs :-Out of the total costs, some costs remain fixed irrespective of changes in the production 

volume. These costs are called as fixed costs. The feature of these costs is that the total costs remain same 
while per unit fixed cost is always variable.  
Fixed Costs are further divided into CommittedFixed costs and Descretionary fixed cost: 

 Committed Fixed Costsare incurred to maintain certain facilities and cannot be quickly eliminated. 
The management has little or no discretion in this cost e.g . rent,insurance etc. 

 Discretionary Fixed Costs:- These are not related to the operations and can be controlled by the 
management. These costs result from special policy decisions , new researches etc. and can be 
eliminated or reduced to a desirable level at the discretion of the management. 

 
b) Variable Costs :- These costs are variable in nature, i.e. they change according to the volume of 

production. Their variability is in the same proportion to the production. Variable cost per unit remain 
same but in totality they vary according to the quantity of production. 

c) Semi-variable Costs :- Certain costs are partly fixed and partly variable. These costs are neither totally 
fixed nor totally variable. Maintenance costs, supervisory costs etc are examples of semi-variable costs. These 
costs are also called as ‘stepped costs’. 
 

(4) Classification according to functions :-  
i. Production Costs:-All costs incurred for production of goods are known as production costs. 

ii. Administrative Costs:- Costs incurred for administration are known as administrative costs. 
Examples of these costs are office salaries, printing and stationery, office telephone, office rent, office 
insurance etc. 

iii. Selling and Distribution Costs :-All costs incurred for procuring an order are called as selling costs 
while all costs incurred for execution of order are distribution costs. Market research expenses, 
advertising, sales staff salary, sales promotion expenses are some of the examples of selling costs. 
Transportation expenses incurred on sales, warehouse rent etc are examples of distribution costs. 

iv. Research Costs :- Cost of development of new product and manufacturing process, improvement of 
existing products,process and equipment, finding new uses for known products, solving technical 
problems arising in manufacture and application of products, etc. 

v. Development costs:- The cost of the process which begins with the implementation of the decision 
to produce a new or improved product or to employ a new or improved method and ends with 
commencement of the production of that product or by that method. 

vi. Pre-Production Costs:- The part of development cost incurred in making a trial production run prior 
to formal production. 

vii. Conversion cost:- The total of Direct wages, direct expenses and production overhead , cost of 
converting raw-material into finished goods. 

viii. Special note on distribution costs 
ix. Primary packing cost is included in Production cost and seconday packing cost is distribution cost. 

 
(5) Classification according to association with product 
a) Product cost :- Product costs are those which are traceable to the product and included in inventory 

values. In a manufacturing concern it comprises the cost of direct materials, direct labour and 
manufacturing overheads. Product cost is a full factory cost. Product costs are used for valuing 
inventories which are shown in the balance sheet as asset till they are sold. The product cost of goods sold is 
transferred to the cost of goods sold account. 

b) Period Cost:-Period costs are incurred on the basis of time such as rent , salaries etc include many selling and 
administrative costs essential to keep the business running. Though they are necessary to generate revenue, 
they are not associated with production, therefore , they cannot be assigned to a product. They are 
charges to the period in which they are incurred and are treated as expenses. 



 
 

(6) Classification according to time :-  
a) Historical Costs :-These are the costs which are incurred in the past, i.e. in the past year, past month or even 

in the last week or yesterday. The historical costs are ascertained after the period is over. In other words it 
becomes a post-mortem analysis of what has happened in the past. Though historical costs have limited 
importance, still they can be effectively used for predicting the future costs. 

b) Predetermined Cost:-These costs relating to the product are computed in advance of production, on the 
basis of a specification of all the factors affecting cost and cost data. Pre determined costs may be either 
standard or estimated. Standard Cost is a predetermined calculation of how much cost should be under 
specific working conditions. It is based on technical studies regarding material, labor and expenses. The main 
purpose of standard cost is to have some kind of benchmark for comparing the actual performance with the 
standards. On the other hand, estimated costs are predetermined costs based on past performance and 
adjusted to the anticipated changes. It can be used in any business situation or decision making which does 
not require accurate cost. 
 

(7) Classification of Costs for Management decision making :-One of the important function of cost 
accounting is to present information to the Management for the purpose of decision making. For decision 
making certain types of costs are relevant.  

(1) Relevant Cost :- The relevant cost is a cost which is relevant in various decisions of management. 
Decision making involves consideration of several alternative courses of action. In this process, whatever 
costs are relevant are to be taken into consideration. In other words, costs which are going to be affected 
matter the most and these costs are called as relevant costs. Relevant cost is a future cost which is different 
for different alternatives. It can also be defi ned as any cost which is affected by the decision on hand. Thus in 
decision making relevant costs play a vital role. 

a. Marginal Cost :- Marginal cost is the change in the aggregate costs due to change in the volume of output by 
one unit. For example, suppose a manufacturing company produces 10,000 units and the aggregate costs are 
Rs. 25,000, if 10,001 units are produced the aggregate costs may be Rs. 25,020 which means that the 
marginal cost is Rs. 20. Marginal cost is also termed as variable cost and hence per unit marginal cost is 
always same, i.e. per unit marginal cost is always fixed but in totality they vary .  
 

b. Differential Costs(Incremental Costs) :- *** 
 Differential costs are also known as incremental cost. This cost is the difference in total cost that will arise 

from the selection of one alternative to the other. In other words, it is an added cost of a change in the level of 
activity. This type of analysis is useful for taking various decisions like  

 change in the level of activity,  
 adding or dropping a product,  
 change in product mix, make or buy decisions,  
 accepting an export offer and so on. 

 The differential cost between any two levels of production is the difference between the marginal costs at 
these two levels and the increase or decrease in fixed costs, if any. 

 Differential costs are useful in planning and decision making and helps to choose the best alternative. It helps 
management to know the the additional profit that would be earned if adle capacity is used or when 
additional investments are made. 
 

c. Opportunity Costs :-*** 
 It is the value of benefit sacrificed in favor of an alternative course of action. It is the maximum amount that 

could be obtained at any given point of time if a resource was sold or put to the most valuable alternative use 
that would be practicable.  

 Opportunity cost of goods or services is measured in terms of revenue which could have been earned by 
employing that goods or services in some other alternative uses. 

 Example:-Capital is invested in plant and machinery . It cannot be now invested in shares or debentures. The 
loss of interest and dividend that would be earned is the opportunity cost for plant.  

 Opportunity cost are not recorded in the books but it is important in decision making and comparing 



 
alternatives. 
 

d. Replacement Cost:- This is the cost at which existing items of material or fixed assets can be replaced. Thus 
this, is the cost of replacing existing assets at present or at a future date. 

e. Imputed Costs(Notional costs):-Some costs are not incurred and are useful while taking decision pertaining 
to a particular situation. These costs are known as imputed or notional costs and they donot enter into 
accounting system. E.g. Owners salary, Rent of own building engaged in business. 
 

(2) Controllable Costs and Uncontrollable cost(***):- 
Controllable costs:- These are the costs which can be influenced and controlled by managerial action. 
Noncontrollable cost:- These are costs that cannot be influenced and controlled by a specific member of the 
organization. 
Controllability of costs is subject to the following factors 

a) Time:- Certain costs are controllable in long run and not in the short run. 
b) Location:- Certain costs are not influenced and decided at a particular location/cost centre. For 

example, if rent agreement of all factory premises are executed centreally at the Head office , factory 
managers cannot control the incurrence the rent cost. 

c) Product:- Certain costs are controllable by reference to one product or market segment and not by 
reference to the other. For example, some products require more advertising and sales promotion 
efforts than other products. 

 
(3) Shutdown Cost :- These costs are the costs which are incurred if the operations are shut down and they will 

disappear if the operations are continued. Examples of these costs are costs of sheltering the plant and 
machinery and construction of sheds for storing exposed property. Computation of shutdown costs is 
extremely important for taking a decision of continuing or shutting down operations. 
 

(4) Capacity Cost :-These costs are normally fixed costs. The cost incurred by a company for providing 
production, administration and selling and distribution capabilities in order to perform various functions. 
Capacity costs include the costs of plant, machinery and building for production, warehouses and vehicles for 
distribution and key personnel for administration. These costs are in the nature of long-term costs and are 
incurred as a result of planning decisions. 
 

(5) Sunk costs:- A Sunk Cost is one that has already been incurred and cannot be avoided by decisions taken in 
the future. As it refers to past costs, it is unavoidable cost. It can be defined as “ an expenditure for equipment 
or productive resources which has no economic relevance to the present decision making process”. This cost 
is not useful for decision making as all past costs are irrelevant 
 

(6) Urgent Costs :- These costs are those which must be incurred in order to continue operations of the firm. For 
example, cost of material and labor must be incurred if production is to take place. 
 

(7) Joint Costs:- The processing of a single raw material results in two or more different products 
simultaneously. The joint products are not identifiable as different types of product until a certain stage of 
production known as the split off point is reached. Joint costs are cost incurred upto the point of separation. 
One product may be of major importance and others of minor importance which are called by –products. 
 

(8) Common Costs:-Common Costs are those costs which are incurred for more than one product , job, territory 
or any other specific costing object. They are not easily related with individual products and hence are 
generally apportioned. 
 

(9) Out of Pocket costs:- These are costs which entail current or near fufure outlays of cash for the decision at 
hand. Such costs are relevant for decision making , as these will occur in near future. Out of pocket costs can 
be avoidable if the particular proposal under consideration is not accepted. 
 



 
Avoidable and Unavoidable cost:-  
 
Avoidable costs are those cost which under given conditions of performance efficiency should not have been 
incurred. Cost variances which are controllable may be termed as Avoidable costs. 
Unavoidable costs are inexcapable costs which are essentially to be incurred , within the limits provided for 
it. It is the cost that must be incurred under a programme of business restriction. It is fixed in nature. 
 
Q.NO.13:- Distinguish between Committed Fixed Cost and Discretionary Fixed Costs. 
Ans:-See question 11 
 
Q.NO.14:- How are costs classified on the basis of Normality? 
Ans:-  
Normal Cost:-  

a) Costs which can be reasonably expected to be incurred under normal routing and regular operating 
conditions. Are called Normal cost 

b) Cost that is normally incurred at a given level of input in the conditions in which that level of output is 
achieved. 

 
Abnormal cost:-  

a) Cost over and above normal cost, which is not incurred under normal operating conditions e.g. fines 
and penalties, abnormal wagstage. 

 
Q.NO.15:-  Distinguish between Explicit and Implicit costs 
Ans:-  

Particulars  Explicit cost Implicit cost 
Meaning Costs which involve some cash payment or 

outflow of resources. 
Cost which do not involve any cash 
payment at all. 

Also known 
as  

Out of pocket cost Economiccost/notional cost/Imputed cost 

Example Salary, wages, advertising Interest on own capital, rent of own 
building. 

Measurement These ar actually incurred and hence can be 
easily measured 

They ar not actually .They cannot be easily 
measurable. 

Recording Recorded in books Not recorded in books. 
 

 
Q.NO.16:- Distinguish between Cost reduction and Cost Controll 
Ans:- 

Particulars Cost Reduction Cost Control 
Permanence Permanent, real and genuine saving in cost Temporary control in nature 
Product 
quality 

Product’s quality is maintained Maintenance of quality is not 
guaranteed. 

Nature of 
costs 

Emphasis here is partly on present costs and largely on 
future costs. 

Emphasis on present and 
past behavior of costs. 

Nature of 
standards 

Continuous process of critical examination , includes 
analysis and challenge of standards. 

Controll is achieved through 
compliance with standards. 
Standards it self is not 
examined. 

Tools and 
techniques 

Value engineering, work study , market research, job 
evaluation and merit rating, standardization and 
simplification, quality control ,Bench marking, Business 
process re-engineering  etc. are examples of tools . 

Budgetary control, standard 
cost. 

 

 



 
Q.NO.17:-What do you mean by Cost Management ? 
Ans:-  

 Cost management identifies, collects, measures, classifies and reports information that is useful 
to managers and other internal users in cost ascertainment, planning, controlling and decision 
making. 

 Cost management aims to produce and provide information to internal users and personnel working 
in the organization. 

 Effective management of cost makes an organization more strong, more stable and helps in improving 
the potentials of a business.  

 The organization calls for a system that would monitor the full economic impact of the business, on 
resource acquisition and consumption. This provides supplying of information to the top 
management for exploring various alternatives by which cost effectiveness can be improved. 

 Cost management also helps in optimizing resources which will improve overall efficiency of the 
organization and help the fi rm to achieve its objectives. 

 
Q.NO.18:- Distinguish  between Financial Accounting and Cost Accounting 
Ans:-  

Points Financial Accounting Cost Accounting 
Object Finnancial Accounting aims at finding out 

results of accounting year in the form of Profit 
and Loss Account and Balance Sheet. 
 

Cost Accounting aims at 
computing cost of production/ 
service in a scientifi c manner and 
then cost control and cost 
reduction. 

Reporting Financial Accounting is more attached with 
external reporting the results and position of 
business to persons and authorities other than 
management like government, creditors, investors, 
owners etc. 

Cost Accounting is an internal 
reporting system for an 
organization’s own management 
for decision making 

Nature Financial Accounting data is historical in nature 
 

Cost Accounting  not only deals 
with historical data but is also 
futuristic in approach. 

Trasansaction In financial accounting,only those transactions 
are recorded which can be expressed in monetary 
terms. 

In Cost accounting uses both 
monetary as well as quantitative 
information. 

 

 
Q.NO.19:- what are the advantages/necessity of having a proper costing system in an organization? 
Ans:- 
Necessity /Advantages of having a proper costing system in an organisation 

i. A proper cost accounting system assists management in the planning and control of the business 
operations as well as in analyzing product profi tability.  

ii. Generating information for decision making,  
iii. Supplying information to the management for internal control,  
iv. Detailed analysis of costs like fixed costs, variable costs, controllable costs, labor costs, material costs, 

overheads etc.  
v. However it is necessary that the cost accounting system is properly installed in an organization. 

Costing system installed in an organization should be simple to understand, easy to operate, highly 
reliable and suitable to the organization. 

 
Q.NO.20:- Explain the factors that should be taken into consideration while designing a costing system 
in an organization. 
Ans:-  

i. Size of the firm :- Size of the firm is an extremely important factor in designing a cost accounting 



 
system. As the size of the fi rm and its business grows, the volume and complexity of the cost data also 
grows. In such situation, the cost accounting system should be capable of supplying such information. 

ii. Manufacturing Process :- Process of manufacturer changes from industry to industry. In some 
industries, there may be a continuous process of production while in some batch or job type of 
production may be in operation. A cost accounting system should be such that the manufacturing 
process is taken into consideration and cost data is collected accordingly. 

iii. Nature and Number of Products :- If a single product is produced, all costs like material, labor and 
indirect expenses can be directly allocated to that product. But if more than one product is 
manufactured, the question of allocation and apportionment as well as absorption of indirect 
expenses ( Overheads ) arises and hence the cost accounting system should be designed accordingly 
as more complex data will be required. 

iv. Management Control Needs:- The designing of a cost accounting system in a business organization 
is guided by the management control requirements. The costing system should supply data to 
persons at different levels in the organization to take suitable action in their respective areas. 

v. Raw Materials :- The designing of a cost accounting system in a business is also guided by the raw 
materials required for the production. The nature of raw materials and the degree of waste therein 
influence the designing of costing system. There are some materials which have a high degree of 
spoilage. The costing system should be such that identifi cation of spoilage, keeping records of 
materials, pricing of the issues etc are taken into consideration. 

vi. Organization Structure :- The structure of the organization also plays a vital role in designing a 
costing system. The system should correspond to the hierarchy of the organization. 

vii. External Factors :-External factors are also important in designing of a costing system. For example, 
Cost Accounting Record Rules have been mandatory for certain types of industries. For the sake of 
compliance of the same, costing system should be designed. 

 
Q.NO.21:- State the practical Difficulties in Installation of Costing system. 
Ans:- 

i. Lack of support:-Top Management of an organization may not give necessary support and 
recognition to the costing system installed in an organization. Due to lack of support, this system may 
not give desired results. 

ii. Resistance from Staff:-There may be resistance from existing accounting staff due to fear of losing 
job recognition and importance after the implementation of the system. 

iii. Lack of co-operation:- Employees of other departments may not co-operate for installation of 
costing system due to fear of increase in workload or revealing of ineffi ciency. 

iv. Lack of professional qualification:-Shortage of qualifi ed and effi cient staff may be another 
difficulty in installing and operating a costing system. 

v. High cost of installation:-Sometimes firms resist a costing system due to the heavy cost of 
installation and operating of the same. The cost may be more than the benefi ts of the same. 

 
Q.NO.22:-List the essential features of good cost accounting system. 
Ans:-  

i. Simple and easy to operate:- The system should be tailor –made, pratical, simple  and capable of 
meeting the requirements of a business. 

ii. Accuracy of data:- The data to be used by the cost accounting system should be accurate . Otherwise 
it may distort the output of the system. 

iii. Relevancy of data:- The system should handle and report relevant data for use of managers for 
decision making.  

iv. Management’s role:- The top management should have faith in the costing system and should also 
provide a helping hand for its development and success. 

v. Cost effective:- The cost of installing and operating the system should justify the results.The benefits 
from the system should exceed the amount spent on it. 

vi. Smooth implementation:- The system should be effectively implemented. 
 



 
Q.NO.23:- Define Management Accounting. Explain its features. 
Ans:- 
Meaning:-  
Management Accounting is an accounting system which will help the Management to improve its 
efficiency. The main thrust of Management Accounting is towards determining policy and formulating plans 
to achieve desired objectives of management. It helps the Management in planning, controlling and analyzing 
the performance of the organization in order to follow the path of continuous improvement. Management 
Accounting utilizes the principle and practices of financial accounting and cost accounting in addition to 
other modern management techniques for effective operation of a company. In fact there is an overlapping in 
various areas of cost accounting and management accounting. 1.5 Features of  
 
Features  

i. The Management Accounting data are derived from both, the financial accounting and cost 
accounting. 

ii. The main thrust in management accounting is towards determining policy and formulating plans 
to achieve desired objectives of management. 

iii. Management Accounting makes corporate planning and strategy effective and meaningful. 
iv. It is concerned with short and long range planning and uses highly sophisticated techniques like 

sensitivity analysis, probability techniques, decision tree, ratio analysis etc for planning, control 
and evaluation. 

v. It is futuristic in approach and predictive in nature. 
vi. Management Accounting system cannot be installed without proper cost accounting system. 

vii. Management Accounting systems generate various reports which are extremely useful from the 
Management point of view. 

 
Q.NO.24:- Explain importance  of Management Accounting 
Ans:-  

i. Measurement:For measurement of full costs, the management accounting system focuses on the 
measurement of full costs. Full costs are the total costs required for producing goods or offering 
services. These costs are divided into A] Direct costs and B] Indirect costs. Direct costs are identifiable 
or traceable to the products or services offered while indirect costs are not traceable to the products 
or services. Full cost accounting measures not only the total costs [direct plus indirect costs] required 
for producing products or services but also the full costs required to run other activity like conducting 
a research project or running a welfare scheme and so on. Thus full cost accounting is not restricted 
to solely to measure the cost of manufacturing. 

ii. Control:An important aspect of the management accounting information is to provide information, 
which can be used for ‘Control’. The management accounting system is structured in such a manner 
that information is generated for each ‘Responsibility Center’. A responsibility center is an 
organization unit headed by a manager who is responsible for its operations and performance. 
Management accounting helps to prepare budget for each responsibility center and also facilitates 
comparison between the budgeted and actual results. A report is prepared for each responsibility 
center, which shows the budgeted and actual performance and also the difference between the two. 
This enables the performance analysis of each responsibility center so that proper corrective action 
can be taken in this respect. 

iii. Decision Making:Management accounting generates useful information for decision making. 
Management has to take several decisions in the course of business. Some of the major decisions are, 
Make or Buy, Accepting or rejecting of an Export Order, Working of second shift, Fixation of selling 
price, Capital expenditure decisions, Increasing production capacity, Optimizing of Product Mix and 
so on. For all these decisions, providing of information is necessary and the management accounting 
generates this information, which enables the management to take such decisions. 

iv. Supply Chain Analysis: Companies can also implement strategy, cut costs and create value by 
enhancing their supply chain. The term ‘Supply Chain’ describes the flow of goods, services and 
information from the initial sources of materials and services to the delivery of products to customers 



 
regardless of whether those activities occur in the same organization or in other organization. 
Customers expect improved performance from companies through the supply chain. They expect that 
the companies should perform all these activities in an efficient manner so as to reduce costs and also 
maintain quality of the products and the products be available easily for them. This is no doubt a 
daunting task and the management accounting plays a vital role in ensuring value for money for the 
customers. Tools like standard costing and target costing can be used effectively for cost control and 
cost reduction and thus ensure reasonable prices for customers. A system of budgets and budgetary 
control will ensure continuous planning and monitoring various functions and thus provide for 
introspection. Continuous improvement in these activities will help in creating value for customers. 

v. Performance Measurement: Management accounting helps immensely for the measurement of 
performance of the organization. The main aspect of performance measurement is comparison 
between the targets and actual. There are several tools and techniques like budgets and budgetary 
control, standard costing and marginal costing, which are used in measuring the actual performance 
against the target performance. This will facilitate introspection and corrective action can be taken 
for further improving the performance. 

 
Q.NO.25: Write short note on Direct Expenses. 
Ans:- 
Meaning 
These are expenses other than material and labour which can be allocated directly to jobs, processes, cost 
centres or cost units. Direct expenses are “ cost other than material and wages which are incurred for a 
specific product  or saleable services”. 
Nature 

i. These are other than material and labour cost 
ii. These are included in prime costs. 

Example 
 Hire charges of special machinery 
 Royalty on production 
 Sub –contracting charges 
 Cost of special moulds, designs 

 
Q.NO.26:- What are sub-contracting charges?How are they treated in cost accounts? 
Ans:- 
Meaning 
Sometimes, a part of the main job /assignment/work, which requires special processing is handed over to an 
outsiders, for processing at his factory. The payment to such outsider is called sub contract cost. 
 
Circumstances 
Sub Contracting may be resorted to in the following cases 

i. When operations to be performed involve special skills or the use of special equipment not available 
with the enterprise. 

ii. When available labour and machine facilities can be used for special operations and ordinary 
operations involving lower skill can be sub-contracted and carried out by an outsider. 

iii. When sufficient labout and machine facilities are not available to meet the present production 
requirements, and hence sub-contracting of some operations is required to reduce work load in the 
factory. 

Treatment 
The payment made to be Sub-contractor is charges as direct expenses 
 
Cost Audit 
Meaning: 
According to the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of England, Cost Audit is defined as the 



 
verification of cost accounts and a check on the adherence to the Cost Accounting Plan.  
The cost therefore , comprises : 
(i)The verification of the cost accounting records such as the accuracy of the cost accounts, cost reports, cost 
statements, cost data, costing techniques, and  
(ii) examining these records to ensure that they adhere to the cost accounting principles, plans, procedures 
and objectives. 
 
Purpose 
(i)Protective purpose: Under this , cost audit aims at examining that there is no undue wastage or losses 
and the costing system brings out the correct and realistic cost of production or processing. 
(ii)Constructive purpose of Cost Audit: Under this , cost audit provides management with information 
useful in regulating production , choosing economical methods of operation, reducing operations costs and 
re-formulating plans etc. on the basis of Cost Auditor’s findings during course of cost audit. 
 
Circumstances  
Sec 233-B empowers the Government to order cost audit whenever it feels that such type of audit is 
necessary in the case  of particular industry. The company concerned is required to maintain cost records as 
per 209(1)(d). 

 


